PARENT/GUARDIAN AGREEMENT

YOUNG DRIVER

PARENT/GUARDIAN AGREEMENT
Our family enters into this agreement covering the operation of any family vehicle by:

Full Name of Teen Driver
Non-Negotiable Rules (Teen to acknowledge each rule with initials). The vehicle that I drive is my parent’s or guardian’s property and I
may only drive it with their permission and in accordance with their rules and restrictions.
I will:
wear my seatbelt when driving or riding as a passenger
require that every passenger wear a seatbelt
keep my doors locked while driving
always drive at safe speeds for the conditions – at or below the speed limit
obey traffic laws
I will not:
drive under the influence of alcohol or drugs
be a passenger in a car driven by someone under the influence of alcohol or drugs
allow alcohol, drugs, or weapons in the vehicle
conceal any warnings, tickets, or collisions from parents/guardians
allow anyone else to drive the vehicle
General Rules
• Our family agrees that our teen won’t drive at night between the hours of _____ to _____ for a period of at least ____ months.
• We will work together to make sure that he/she are able to attend all school, social, and work activities during that time.
Parental Commitments (Parent to initial all that apply)
Provide and maintain a safe vehicle
Pay for driver training class/materials
Be available to ride with you so you can fulfill your GRAD Licensing Law requirements and gain experience in a variety
of conditions and locations
Share observations and provide coaching in a calm, respectful manner

PARENT/GUARDIAN AGREEMENT

Courtesies and Considerations (Teen to acknowledge each rule with initials)
As a new driver in our family, you agree to comply with the following courtesies and considerations:
I will:
provide my parent/guardian with my destination and time of return
call home if I feel I will not make curfew
not eat, drink, or smoke in the car
not drive outside of agreed upon boundaries
pull over and park the vehicle before using my cell phone or any other electronic devices
always treat pedestrians, cyclists, and other motorists with courtesy
Consequences
The terms of this agreement may change based on how I handle my responsibilities as a driver. My driving privileges will be suspended
indefinitely if any of the following rules is violated:
Violations

Loss of Privileges

Penalty

Use alcohol or other
drugs while driving

Indefinite suspension

Receive ticket for
speeding or other
moving violation

Lose driving privileges

Lie about where you are
going with the car

Violate any agreed upon
driving restrictions

Return permit to DMV
Weeks
Months

Other:
Weeks

Lose driving privileges

Months

Other:
Weeks

Lose driving privileges

Months

Other:

We both understand and agree to these driving rules and conditions.

Parent/Guardian Signature		


Date

Teen Driver’s Signature		


Date

